Evaluation of Lawyers

Vaudois government clerk, at the time investigating Judge, promoted later on First
Prosecutor of the East of Vaud.
Is «working» at the Prosecutors’ Office, East auf Vaud, quai Maria-Belgia 18,
1400 Vevey

Private address:
Route de Longefan 11, 1844 Villeneuve
Phone, working place: 021 557 13 50
e-mail:

Fax, working place:

021 557 13 55

jean-pierre.chatton@vd.ch

Marital status: Divorced. Is living with a person named WENGER.

Jean-Pierre CHATTON, First Prosecutor of the East of Vaud
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According to the inscription on the mailbox, this individual is living together
with a person named WENGER, in a twin house, shared probably with the
father of the mistress

Views of the residence:

Access at the south of the premises, called «La Lézardière»
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The house where CHATTON is living – seen from the southwest

Eastern facade
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Role assumed in the affair LÉGERET
CHATTON has surveyed the oparations of inquiry from A til Z. He excluded
rapidly the hypothesis of an accident, i.e. a fall down the stair cases of the two
eighy years old Ladies Ruth LÉGERET and Marina STUDER. Less than 24 hours
after the discovery of the two bodies on January 4, 2006, he has ordered to the
investigators of the criminal police to pursue one single track only: thatone of the
triple murder committed by François LÉGERET. In addition, this man would have
assassinated his sister, Marie-José, although she had disapeared without leaving
any traces.
It is to be presumed that CHATTON was aware of the cheatings performed by the
investigators of the criminal police VD on the back of François LÉGERET (see
the book of Jacques SECRETAN: L’affaire Légeret – un assassin imaginaire.
Editions Mon Village, 2016). It is likely that he even has encouraged them to do
so.
CHATTON had his victim interrogated day and night until complet exhaustment.
In a given moment, he caught this defensless man by announcing that his ADN
has been detected on the interior of the collar of the nightdress of his mother.
François LÉGERET had been quite often present in the house of his mother, and
ADN traces cannot bee dated. This means that this argument served only to
destabilize the interrogated, to wrest out of him finally a half confess, which could
be exploited henceforward mercilessly as a «change of version». The methods to
obtain it were cynical and brutal. Obviously, CHATTON has carefully avoided to
record these interrogations acustically or by a video.
He has arranged the dream of the wife of Jean-Marc LÉGERET, verbalized into
the minutes of January 11, 2006 into the scenario of the crime, in the absence of
any formal evidence.
The defender of François LÉGERET, the lawyer Alain DUBUIS has protested
against the practice of the double file observed in this procedure in his application
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to the supreme Federal Court of February 13, 2009. This trick consists in
maintaining two parallel files for the same case, one accessible to the accused,
and another more voluminous one exploited exclusively by the investigators. This
is an absolute illegal and highly toxic practice. It is surprising that the Federal
Court, having been informed about this shrewdness did not react.

Profile
CHATTON did start his career as a cop in Pully VD. Thereafter he was promoted
to the position as an investigating Judge of Vaud. In early 2006 he was first
investigating Judge of the East of Vaud, and automatically promoted First
Prosecutor of the East of Vaud after the uniformisation of the penal procedures in
Switzerland, early 2011.

CHATTON did show up very early in our database and we know 7 of his victims.
Examples:
CHATTON has covered the abuse of the son of Simone BÉNICHOU, living in
France, having been abducted by his father (one of the big fortunes of France),
settled in Pully.
Same dysfunctioning in the case of the son of Norbert-Daniel GUILLOD, Alain.
When the father did lodge a penal complaint because his son was in danger of life,
the subordiate of CHATTON, the prosecutor Jérôme GASSER had undertaken
stricly nothing during two years. Every call of Mister GUILLOD’s Lawyer was
answered by the Prosecotors’ Office by: «The Prosecuto GASSER is ill», «The
Prosecutor is moving», «The Prosecutor is on holidays», and finally the
Prosecutor GASSER has left the Prosecutors’ Office leaving the complaint
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untreated. When Mr. GUILLOD requested from the First Prosecutor of the East
of Vaud, Jean-Pierre CHATTON to obtein the adress of residence of his former
subordinate, in order to asks from this man an explanation, CHATTON replied to
him: «The Prosecutors’ Office does not transmit this kind of private information.»
These government clerks refuse to assume any responsibility!

CHATTON has as well contributed to cover up the heavy mistakes of the plastic
surgeon MAILLARD at the costs of A.K.

Some victims of this government clerk malefactor:
A.K.
Son of Simone BENICHOU
Son of Norbert-Daniel GUILLOD
Kumar KOTECHA (british University Professor)
François LÉGERET

List of references (observations collected since 2000):
Number of negative references: 7
Number of positive references:

0

CHATTON is the product of a negative selection in a nursery of Magistrates
out of control.
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